Neural network detected in a presumed vestigial trait: ultrastructure of the salmonid adipose fin
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A wide variety of rudimentary and apparently non-functional traits have persisted over extended evolutionary time. Recent evidence has shown that some of these traits may be maintained as a result of developmental constraints or neutral energetic cost, but for others their true function was not recognized. The adipose fin is small, fleshy, non-rayed and located between the dorsal and caudal fins on eight orders of basal teleosts and has traditionally been regarded as vestigial without clear function. We describe here the ultrastructure of the adipose fin and for the first time, to our knowledge, present evidence of extensive nervous tissue, as well as an unusual subdermal complex of interconnected astrocyte-like cells equipped with primary cilia. The fin contains neither adipose tissue nor fin rays. Many fusiform actinotrichia, comprising dense striated macrofibrils, support the free edge and connect with collagen cables that link the two sides. These results are consistent with a recent hypothesis that the adipose fin may act as a precaudal flow sensor, where its removal can be detrimental to swimming efficiency in turbulent water. Our findings provide insight to the broader themes of function versus constraints in evolutionary biology and may have significance for fisheries science, as the adipose fin is routinely removed from millions of salmonids each year.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The long-term persistence of traits that are rudimentary or vestigial and lacking in any clear function is a significant conceptual element within the modern evolutionary synthesis (see [1] for review). Multiple instances of incomplete loss such as remnants of the pelvis in cetaceans and eyes in blind cavefish may reflect progressively weaker selection on traits that are neither functional nor costly to produce [2], or possibly reflect developmental constraints on the capacity for independent loss of characters in an integrated system [3,4]. Alternatively, some rudimentary traits previously thought to have only marginal function, for example, the dew claw of wild felids and the human coccyx, may persist owing to skeleto-muscular and behavioural functionalities [5,6].

A plesiomorphic and rudimentary structure in some bony fishes is the adipose fin. This is a small, fleshy, non-rayed fin, located between the dorsal and caudal fin in eight groups of basal euteleost fishes including salmonids [7,8]. The fin is typically thought to lack sensory innervation and any obvious function and is routinely clipped off as a method of marking hatchery-reared salmonids [9]. Many studies have shown that adipose fin removal has only minor effects on the survival or manoeuvrability of the fish [9–15], although this view is by no means universal [16]. The adipose fin is sexually dimorphic in salmonids and larger on males than females relative to body size [17,18] and there is evidence, at least in brown trout (Salmo trutta), that females exhibit preference for males with larger adipose fins relative to their body size [19]. However, it is not known whether size of the adipose fin is developmentally coupled to other traits under selection, or whether the fin is directly selected [18]. A light microscope study has shown that the basic structure of the adipose fin is similar among different salmonids and is reasonably conserved in relative size over ontogeny [8]. Webb [20] and Blake [21] speculate that, similar to the hydrodynamically important finlets on tuna [22], the passive movement of the adipose fin may directly control vortices and reduce transverse flow across the caudal peduncle, allowing greater swimming velocities. Recent flow chamber experiments using steelhead trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) indicate reduced swimming efficiency following adipose fin removal across multiple flow velocities leading to a hypothesis that the adipose fin may act as a precaudal flow sensor when swimming in turbulent water [23]. Such a flow sensor could detect the chaotic vortices before they enveloped the caudal fin providing direct feedback to the central nervous system and subsequent improved caudal fin motion during swimming. This hypothesis can account for the sexual dimorphism in adipose fin development in salmonids [23] and predicts the geographical and interspecific variability of the adipose fin in Siluriformes [24]. An explicit prediction emerging from this hypothesis of a precaudal flow sensor and which differentiates this from alternate hypotheses of direct control of vortices requires that the fin be innervated. However, there is no evidence from previous studies for the presence of nervous tissue in the adipose fin.

The purpose of this study was to characterize the ultrastructure of the adipose fin and to test for any neural elements and potential role as a sensory and functional
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trait. Our results show for the first time to our knowledge, unambiguous evidence of nervous tissue revealing a neural network throughout the fin which is consistent with a sensory function of the adipose fin.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Sample collection
Brown trout (*S. trutta*) fry ranging from 2.4 to 5.1 cm in standard length were obtained from the Fraser's Mills hatchery in St Andrews, Nova Scotia, Canada. Fish were held in tanks of fresh water at 7–9 ºC until euthanized by placing in a bucket of water containing 500 mg l^-1^ MS222 to induce deep anaesthesia, followed by decapitation (CCAC protocol no. 05002-n). Under a dissecting microscope, adipose fins together with 1–2 mm of tissue beneath, were carefully removed with a razor blade and prepared for light and electron microscopy.

(b) Tissue preparation for light and electron microscopy
Ten excised fins were immersed in a primary fixative consisting of 2 per cent glutaraldehyde and 2 per cent paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) for 1 h on ice and then allowed to warm to room temperature overnight. In the morning, the fins were washed in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) containing 0.25 M sucrose and further dissected while bathed in the same solution. Six fins were cut into four transverse sections and most of the muscle tissue beneath the fin was also removed. Next, the fin sections were transferred into 1.25 per cent osmium tetroxide in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) with 0.2 M sucrose for 1 h.

Fixed tissues were dehydrated in an ethanol series to 100 per cent and exchanged through propylene oxide before infiltration with a 1:1 mixture of Spurr's and EMbed-812 (EM Sciences). The fully infiltrated tissues were placed in Beem capsules, labelled, filled with fresh resin and baked overnight at 60 ºC. Polymerized blocks were sectioned with a diamond knife (Diatome, Switzerland) mounted in an RMC RT2C ultramicrotome (Soquelec, Canada). Sections of 1 µm thick were stained for 10–15 s with 1 per cent toluidine blue (Sigma Chemical Co., Oakville) adjusted with sodium bicarbonate to pH 9. Thin sections (80–90 nm) were collected on 150 mesh copper grids or formvar-coated slot grids. All grids were stained with aqueous uranyl acetate for 20 min followed by lead citrate for 4 min. The stained grids were examined and photographed with a Philips 410 transmission electron microscope (TEM) (Philips/FEI, The Netherlands).

Four whole fins were processed for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in order to view the surface of the fin. Following fixation and dehydration for electron microscopy, as above, the fins were critical point dried in a Samdri PVT-3B critical point dryer (Cedar Lane) and mounted onto stubs coated with carbon sticky tabs (EM Sciences), with the adipose fin perpendicular to the plane of the stub. The fins were then sputter-coated with gold in an SPI-Module Sputter-Coater (SPI Supplies) and viewed and photographed in a JEOL 5300 SEM (Soquelec).

(c) Tissue preparation for silver staining prior to observation with SEM
Six more adipose fins were stained with silver nitrate to detect nervous tissue, following the procedure detailed by Rowell [25]. The fins were dehydrated in an ethanol series to 100 per cent then infiltrated and embedded in LR White resin (London Resin Co.). Infiltrated specimens were placed into gelatin capsules that had been flushed with nitrogen for 1 min and filled with pure LR White resin. Capsules were positioned upright in holes drilled in an aluminium block (to maintain even temperature while curing) and baked overnight in an oven at 55 ºC. The capsules were removed from hardened plastic blocks by placing them in water to dissolve the gelatin. After trimming, thick sections were taken and mounted directly onto stubs coated with carbon sticky tabs (EM Sciences) and carbon-coated as before, then viewed on the JEOL 5300 SEM using a back-scatter electron detector and photographed.

3. RESULTS

The adipose fin of juvenile brown trout (*S. trutta*) (figure 1a,b) comprises four main layers: epidermis, dermis, hypodermis and subdermal space. The first three of these are continuous with the layers of the integument of the trout (figure 1c). The combined epidermis and dermis taper in thickness from base to apex of the fin, measuring about 95 µm at the base and 65 µm at the apex (figure 1c). The subdermal space is a region of loose connective tissue bridged by roughly 2 µm thick collagen cables spanning the two sides of the fin (figure 1d). In the intervening space, one finds numerous astrocyte-like cells (ALCs), fibroblasts, a few small blood vessels (figure 1d), nerves and groups of collagen fibres often in bundles, but no adipose tissue.

(a) Nervous tissue in the subdermal space
TEM revealed several nerves in the subdermal space, often associated with the collagen cables that linked the two sides of the fin as well as ALCs (figure 2a). These nerves sometimes contained both myelinated and unmyelinated axons (figure 2a,b), or just unmyelinated ones (figure 2c), surrounded by neuroglial cells. Within the axons, we observed neurofibrils (about 12 nm diameter) and outside the axons, in the cytoplasm of a neuroglial supporting cell, there were many neurotubules (about 24 nm diameter; figure 2d). Serial 1 µm long sections of the fin stained with toluidine blue revealed in the subdermal space a network of ALCs in close association with nerves (figure 3a,b). At the caudal free edge of the fin, numerous rod-like actinotrichia were seen (figure 3a). Silver-stained tissue observed in the SEM with a back-scatter electron detector, revealed that both nerves and ALCs and their radiating processes were impregnated with silver but not some nearby fibroblasts and pigment cells. The network of ALCs was readily apparent, presenting as bright cells against a dark background (figure 3c).

Nerves were observed in both long and cross section, often more than one axon was visible and some with ALC processes connected to them (figure 3d). Preliminary evidence obtained from adipose fins that had been stained with zn-12 antibody, revealed six to eight nerves entering the cut surface of the fin and anastomizing inside the fin to form a neural network (figure 3e, micrograph courtesy of Dr Roger Croll, Dalhousie University).

(b) Structure of ALCs and the subdermal space
There was no adipose tissue inside the 'adipose' fin. A few lipid droplets were observed beneath the fin (figure 1c).
Rather, the subdermal space was filled with a connective tissue matrix containing loose collagen fibres and collagen cables, interspersed by a few fibroblasts and numerous ALCs (figure 3b). The ALCs had round cell bodies with a diameter of 5–10 μm and several long cytoplasmic processes extending outwards, up to three times the length of the corresponding diameter (figures 3b and 4a).

The nuclei of ALCs were lobular with fine granular euchromatin and little heterochromatin (figure 4b,c). Active Golgi bodies in the cytoplasm released numerous small secretory vesicles (figure 4b,c). Rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER), though not as extensive as in fibroblasts and other protein-secreting cells, extended cisternae into the cytoplasmic processes extending outwards, up to three times the length of the corresponding diameter (figures 3b and 4a). The microtubules, as well as the dynein arms typical of motile cilia but had typical triplet microtubules in the basal body (figure 4c, inset). Blood vessels were observed in the subdermal space (figure 1d), running from the base to the apex of the fin.

(c) Structure of the hypodermis

The hypodermis lies between the subdermal space and dermis and typically links the dermis to the underlying muscle of the integument but is continuous with the subdermal space in the adipose fin, which has no muscles. Fibroblasts are found there (figure 5a,b), as well as fusiform actinotrichia (figure 5a,c) which are comprised of many macrofibrils, similar to collagen. Where collagen cables exit the dermis and hypodermis to cross the subdermal space, fibres of the actinotrichia appear to be enmeshed in them (figure 5c).

The hypodermis is also characterized by one or two layers of three types of chromatophores (pigment cells), termed melanophores, xanthophores and iridophores. Melanophores contain numerous small electron-dense figures 5a and 4a,b). On several occasions, primary cilia were located on ALCs projecting towards the interior of the subdermal space (figure 4a). These primary cilia lacked the central microtubules, as well as the dynein arms typical of motile cilia but had typical triplet microtubules in the basal body (figure 4c, inset). Blood vessels were observed in the subdermal space (figure 1d), running from the base to the apex of the fin.

(c) Structure of the hypodermis

The hypodermis lies between the subdermal space and dermis and typically links the dermis to the underlying muscle of the integument but is continuous with the subdermal space in the adipose fin, which has no muscles. Fibroblasts are found there (figure 5a,b), as well as fusiform actinotrichia (figure 5a,c) which are comprised of many macrofibrils, similar to collagen. Where collagen cables exit the dermis and hypodermis to cross the subdermal space, fibres of the actinotrichia appear to be enmeshed in them (figure 5c).

The hypodermis is also characterized by one or two layers of three types of chromatophores (pigment cells), termed melanophores, xanthophores and iridophores. Melanophores contain numerous small electron-dense
vesicles, called melanosomes, which measure on average 0.6 μm in diameter (figures 5b and 6a,d). Xanthophores are characterized by larger electron-lucent vesicles, called xanthosomes, measuring on average 1 μm in diameter (figure 6a,c,d). Iridophores contain in their cytoplasm, long rectangular reflecting vesicles (0.1/C2 4 μm) arranged in groups parallel to each other (figure 6a,c).

(d) Structure of the dermis
The dermis largely comprises collagen fibres secreted by numerous elongate (up to 20 μm in length) fibroblast cells, which have oval to elongate nuclei with much heterochromatin, extensive RER and many mitochondria (figure 6b,d). In the uppermost 5 μm (or more), adjacent to the epidermis, the dermis lacks cells and consists of highly organized collagen fibres forming the ‘stratum compactum’ (also called the ‘collagenous dermal stroma’; figures 6b,d and 7a,b). These collagen fibres are arranged in alternating layers perpendicular to each other, like plywood construction, so that a section reveals both longitudinal and transverse profiles (figures 6b and 7b). The collagen of the dermis forms undulating bands, running parallel to the surface of the skin (figures 6d and 7a). Interspersed among the collagen fibres in the layers adjacent to the hypodermis are found more melanophores and xanthophores (figure 6d).

(e) Structure of the epidermis
The epidermis is made up of three distinct layers: the superficial stratum, intermediate stratum and basal stratum. Pavement epithelial cells comprise the superficial stratum and below it is the intermediate stratum which is three to four cells thick comprising mainly round epithelial cells and goblet mucous cells (figure 7a). The goblet mucous cells have basal nuclei but open onto the surface at pore-like crypts between the pavement epithelial cells (figure 7a). Cells in this layer are anchored to one another and to the cells of the superficial stratum and basal epithelium by desmosomes. Also observed in this layer were cells with a morphology characteristic of solitary chemosensory cells having a large nucleus with a distinctive pattern of granular euchromatin, as well as a pronounced nucleolus and several mitochondria (figure 7a, inset). The basal stratum of the epidermis comprises mainly columnar epithelial cells with extensive RER, lobed nuclei and large secretory vacuoles (figure 7a). These cells are attached to the basal lamina by numerous hemidesmosomes that overlie the dense arrays of dermal collagen fibres (figure 7b).

The surface structure of the adipose fin, observed by SEM, showed the presence of secretions from the mucous glands, as well as the epidermal ridge mazes of the pavement epithelial cells (figure 7c). Characteristic, species-specific patterns are formed by these ridges, which cover the entire apical surface of the superficial layer of epidermal cells.

Figure 2. Electron micrographs of nervous tissue in adipose fin. (a) Nerve (Ne) containing dense nuclei (N) of neurons and several myelinated (MA) and unmyelinated (UA) axons, are suspended from a collagen cable (CC). More than one ALC is connected to the nerve (arrows). Scale bar, 5 μm. (b) Cross section of a nerve with three myelinated axons (MA) and unmyelinated axons (UA), which are surrounded by processes of glial cells (GC). Scale bar, 1 μm. (c) Nerve containing UA and a GC. Scale bar, 0.5 μm. (d) Close up of (b) showing neurotubules in GC outside myelin sheath (My) of axon and neurofilaments (NF) inside axon. Scale bar, 0.2 μm.

4. DISCUSSION

(a) Nervous tissue in the adipose fin

We have presented, for the first time to our knowledge, unambiguous evidence that the salmonid adipose fin is innervated. We used brown trout for this investigation on the assumption that the adipose ultrastructure would be relatively representative given the conserved body shape and hydrodynamic life histories within the Salmonidae [7]. It is clear from our observations of nerves and interconnecting silver-stained cells that a neural network exists in the adipose fin that appears to be coupled with ALCs. This possibility extends from the fact that ALCs but not other cells of the subdermal space and hypodermis, behave like neurons in staining with preparations of silver nitrate, which is a technique specifically designed to stain the nervous system and one that, although not perfect, has recognized many improvements [25–27], since the beginning of this century [28]. Further experimentation will be necessary to determine whether the interconnecting ALCs are in fact some type of neuroglia or even specialized neurons.

Detection of the extensive neural network throughout the adipose fin suggests that it is operating as a mechanosensory organ. This was predicted and is consistent with the precaudal sensor hypothesis of Reimchen & Temple [23]. This evidence does not exclude other functionality of the fin, such as direct control of transverse waterflow over the peduncle as with the finlets on tuna [20, 21], because both functions could improve swimming efficacy. There are also suggestions that the adipose fin has a potential role during courtship as males have a larger fin than females and the latter appear to prefer males with a relatively larger adipose fin [18, 19]. Reimchen & Temple [23] propose that both these factors may reflect a selective landscape in streams where males are subject to greater swimming demands than that of females. The occurrence of a larger adipose fin in males may relate to hydrodynamic functionality owing to the greater complexity and density of the nerve net in a larger fin.

(b) ALCs

ALCs have some of the morphological characteristics of light astrocytes from the central nervous system [29].
Astrocytes are star-shaped cells that possess a round cell body with many long cytoplasmic processes. The cytoplasmic processes contact neurons, blood vessels and other astrocytes forming intricate microdomains [30]. This type of network may be similar to the situation found in the adipose fin, where the ALCs in the subdermal space form an interconnected network that also contacts nerves. ALCs in the adipose fin form close appositions with nerves and gap junctions and ‘peg and socket’ interdigitation of membranes with other ALCs.

ALCs, like most astrocytes [31], bear primary cilia which have been shown to have mechanosensory properties [32]. Furthermore, ALCs have highly active nuclei mostly containing euchromatin with little heterochromatin and several active Golgi bodies but relatively little RER compared with fibroblasts or other protein-secreting cells, properties which tend to characterize astrocytes.

Research in recent years has revealed that besides their supportive roles, mammalian astrocytes are capable of bidirectional communication with neurons and are active participants in synaptic transmission [33,34]. Whether the components of the adipose fin sensory system include the active participation of ALCs, requires further study but the existence of a neural network in the adipose fin is beyond question.

(c) Adipose fin integument
Observations of the ultrastructure of the adipose fin integument are consistent with previous descriptions at the light microscope level [8], as well as the integument of fins of teleost fishes at the electron microscope level [35–40]. Weisel [8] showed that among salmonids there was very little difference in basic structure of the adipose fin and all species lacked adipose tissue in the fin, although sometimes lipid droplets were present. One exception among other fishes that possess adipose fins is the black bullhead (catfish) Ictalurus melas, which contains large amounts of adipose tissue in the fin core [8].
Ridge maze patterns formed on the surface of pavement epithelial cells are species-specific and active fish tend to have well-defined ones, whereas the ridge patterns on more sessile species are reduced or absent [36]. Following Fishelson’s [36] guidelines, it was established that brown trout possess accentric, coil-maze ridge patterns (ridges do not form spirals or clear focal points but the ridge lines are either straight or sinusoidal).

Within the intermediate strata of the epidermis, cells having a morphology similar to solitary chemosensory cells were observed. These cells possess a large nucleus with a distinctive pattern of granular euchromatin, as well as a pronounced nucleolus and several mitochondria [40]. Solitary chemosensory cells in fishes are implicated in chemoreception linked to the avoidance of predators [41]. Further research is required to examine the type and distribution in the salmonid adipose fin, of these and any other chemosensory cells, such as epidermal taste buds [8,42], which may be contributing to the complex of sensory information provided by the fin.

(d) **Origin of the adipose fin**

The adipose fin is thought to have originated as a fleshy fin in teleost fishes [43], rather than being a reduced version of a larger rayed one. However, the presence of actinotrichia supporting the caudal free edge of the fin might indicate truncation of normal fin development, as actinotrichia usually are correlates of fin ray development by lepidotrichia [44,45].

Actinotrichia observed in other fins are reported to be made up of the protein elastoidin [46], comprising collagen and at least one non-collagenous protein yet to be identified [22,47]. In actinotrichia, the striated fibres are highly condensed giving the entire structure a faintly striated appearance in sections. It is clear that at intersections with collagen cables, fibres from the actinotrichia become enmeshed in the collagen cable. This connection between actinotrichia and collagen cables may be part of a unique support system of the adipose fin, as it has not been reported elsewhere. Just how this system interacts with the nerves that are frequently connected to the collagen cables is not known but we suspect that it forms part of a mechanosensory system that ties into flexion of the fin.

(e) **Importance of the adipose fin as a mechanosensory organ**

The adipose fin has evolved as a very flexible fin lacking muscles that is passively moved from side to side by water currents. This is enhanced by a connective tissue matrix in the subdermal space [8] that is supported by collagen cables, as well as actinotrichia at the free edge. However, there are no lepidotrichia (true fine rays) which would make the fin stiffer. Passive flexion of the
adipose fin by water currents is predicted to stimulate the internal neural network and provide sensory input to the fish. Primary cilia on ALCs may play a role in mechano-sensation, if movements of the matrix in the subdermal space stimulate their response, as occurs with primary cilia of chondrocytes when moved by the cartilage matrix [48].

If the adipose fin is in fact functioning as a precaudal flow sensor, allowing optimal manoeuvrability in turbulent water, as suggested by Reimchen & Temple [23], then it is logical that swimming in non-turbulent waters would be largely unaffected by removal of the adipose fin. This hypothesis could explain why previous studies found that clipping of the adipose fin had no effect on stamina, susceptibility to predation [12,14] or growth [10], as these studies were conducted in non-turbulent water.

Saunders & Allen [16], however, did find that growth was significantly affected by adipose fin clipping when fish were swimming in turbulent water. The major complexity in flow regime over the precaudal zone in fishes that can now be identified with digital particle image velocimetry [22,47,49–52] offers a direct test of the precaudal sensor hypothesis.

The adipose fin is removed as a routine marking technique applied extensively at hatcheries on millions of fish that are then used for stocking lakes and rivers. Although extensive experimental evidence indicates that such removal has less impact than removal of other fins [9], our results indicate substantive caution in the removal of a sensory and functional trait on individuals already subject to major demographic and environmental impact [53].
There is considerable theoretical and empirical evidence in the modern evolutionary synthesis to indicate that retention and persistence of vestigial or non-functional traits represent a trade-off or compromise, owing to developmental integration and constraints [1,3,4]. However, our data on the adipose fin supplement some of the recent literature in which long-established viewpoints on seemingly neutral or non-functional traits, such as the human coccyx, are challenged, as they appear to be biologically relevant [5].

The experiment was approved by St Francis Xavier University Animal Care Committee according to CCAC protocol no. 05002-n.
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